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By WK Editorial Staff

With 40 days to go, plug pulled on April event for approximately 3,000 registrants in response to threat from
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Portions to move online.

The American Bar Association (ABA) and its Antitrust Law Section have cancelled the in-person version of the
68th 2020 Spring Meeting, scheduled for April 21-24 in Washington, D.C. Planners cited the following as reasons
for dropping the meeting: the declaration of a public health emergency in Washington D.C., the WHO declaration
of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak as a pandemic, the growing number of law firms, corporations, and
governmental agencies limiting or prohibiting travel, uncertainty caused by the U.S. government’s ban on travel
from Europe to the U.S. for the next 30 days, and the numerous recommendations against holding large group
meetings make it clear that going forward with the Conference would be unreasonable and likely impossible.

The section had anticipated approximately 3,000 registrants. All Spring Meeting registration fees are expected to
be refunded within the next few weeks.

Online availability of course materials, certain sessions. According to today’s announcement, section
members will be able to access Spring Meeting course materials on the ABA website. In addition, podcasts
featuring the "as-advertised" panelists and sessions from 10 specially-selected Spring Meeting panels will be
available. There also will be videocasts of other sessions. The planned Spring Meeting lunch presentation
"GOING GREEN: THE SCIENCE BEHIND AND STRUCTURE OF THE NORTH AMERICA CANNABIS
INDUSTRY" will be livecast on April 22 from 12:00 noon-1:00 pm Eastern Time. Details are to be added to the
section website.
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